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INTRODUCTION

TEACHING TRANSLITERACY

Delivered as an interactive workshop at LOEX 2016,
this breakout session offered tools for developing studentcentered, effectively scaffolded instruction that empowers
undergraduates in transition between popular websites and
library databases. Drawing from recent studies on millennial
searching behavior, digital literacy, and the ACRL Threshold
concepts, participants joined in a discussion of approaching the
challenges of scholarly language, locating relevant resources,
and student perception of proprietary databases. Workshop
attendees developed sample exercises utilizing transliteracy
concepts, grounding one-shot instruction in a contextual
framework designed to bridge the gap between academic
resources and new library users. Topics covered in this session
included: user experience design (UX) and perceived authority,
faceted interfaces across search environments, crowd sourced
encyclopedias as a tool for mapping critical scholarly language,
and the value of exploratory searching within a popular source
prior to engaging in academic research.

Coined in 2005, the term “transliteracy” refers to “the
ability to read, write and interact across a range of platforms,
tools and media,” as directed by Alan Liu of the Transliteracies
Project (University of California, Santa Barbara). This breakout
session discussed current practices in transliteracy integration
within one-shot instruction, applying metaliteracy concepts
stated to be “significant” to the formation of the ACRL
Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education in
regards to digital research. Based on learning objectives and
activities developed for at-risk and first year students, data
derived from the in-class assessments of the session “From
Wikipedia to Academia” at the University of South Florida
(USF) offered perspective on the application of transliteracy
principles in the classroom. Within libraries a growing
familiarity with user experience (UX) design has supported a
general attitude that “the most successful search tool will be the
one that focuses on user needs and preferences” (Georgas,
2013, p. 181). This breakout session sought to highlight
parallels between common online search environments
(Amazon, Zappos, Wikipedia, Facebook, etc.) and librarycentric environments such as federated search tools and
discovery layers.
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Figure 1: Workshop activity: highlighting parallels between student skillsets necessary to navigating online
search features vs. library federated search tools (left to right: Zappos, Amazon, FindIt! @ USF)

Drawing from an instruction case study of
underclassmen, particularly first year students, workshop
participants reviewed the process of drawing parallels from
everyday information searching environments, in addition to
the progress made by students encountering library digital
resources for the first time. Using interactive Poll Everywhere
and Plickers polling technology, a survey of nearly one-hundred
undergraduates at the USF demonstrated improved familiarity
with library databases and success in targeted searching after
engaging first with familiar online commercial and social media
sites. By scaffolding upon skill sets and research methodology
that many students do not recognize as transferable to the
library environment, attendees participated in activities geared
towards the creation of one-shot sessions that are meaningful
and empowering to first time users. Applying recent studies in
millennial searching behavior as seen in the discipline work of
Helen Georgas and others, this session highlighted the potential
for keying into methods of student-centered instruction.

TRANSLITERACY IN PERSPECTIVE
While many elements of library instruction can be
seen as exclusionary to new users, particularly in regards to
unfamiliar terminology and search methodology, operating
within the experiential realm of student’s information seeking
behavior is often the shortest distance from point A to point B
in the context of the one-shot instruction session. Whether
tagging content on Instagram or creating basic image libraries
in Pinterest, incoming students are as likely to be active digital
content creators as they are passive, traditional users. As a topic
for discussion in library literature, transliteracy has become
increasingly useful in framing the rise and relevance of new
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forms of information consumption, dissemination, and
curation:
Transliteracy is very concerned with the social
meaning of literacy. It explores the participatory
nature of new means of communicating, which breaks
down barriers between academia and the wider
community and calls into question standard notions of
what constitutes authority by emphasizing the benefits
of knowledge sharing via social networks. (Ipri, 2010,
p. 533)
Recognizing the need for a “pedagogical imperative,”
Tom Ipri and authors at the blog Libraries and Transliteracy
demonstrated this concept, offering an excellent resource for
those navigating emerging literacies until 2012. As a starting
point for academic librarians, topics range from Liu’s seminal
Transliteracy Project to future directions in library instruction.
With the transition from the ACRL Information Literacy
Competency Standards for Higher Education towards the
threshold model, this work remains an important resource as the
profession encounters an increase in the demand for digital
literacy and multimodal assignment design across curricula.
Mapping Topics Across Popular and Library Search
Environments
Utilizing student familiarity with Wikipedia,
Amazon.com, and Facebook, attendees discussed parallels
between popular online environments and library supported
databases. An interactive component encouraged participants to
explore the mobile interface of their institution’s library website
to replicate one classroom activity, serving as a platform for
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Figure 3: Addressing perceptions of design and
authority

discussion and an exploration of many students’ first
experience with the library website (on their mobile devices).

Figure 2: Transliteracy exercise utilizing Zappos.com

This simple warm up exercise illustrated one way in
which transliteracy concepts can be utilized in library
instruction efforts. Selecting between either the faceted search
on the full desktop site or the filter options on mobile interface,
participants mirrored a student activity at the University of
South Florida. Asked to retrieve information with specific
limiters (in this case, a pair of black, ankle height boots in the
user’s size not to exceed one hundred dollars), participants soon
found that, though they were easily able to navigate the search
interface, the information located (shoes) was unique to each
individual searcher. A discussion of implied search needs
followed, based on participant preferences such as size, unisex
style, etc. Attendees were tasked with answering the questions
put to students, chiefly “Would you buy the boots you found?
Why or why not?” Similarly, if the “shoe” was a library
resource and it didn’t “fit” the user’s needs, would they select
it for their research? Drawing parallels between keyword
searching and relevancy in regards to familiar search
environments and assigned information needs, participants
moved forward to discuss other uses of of popular sites such as
Wikipedia.
Intermediary to the use of library resources, another
transliteracy tactic utilized in class was the acknowledgement
that web design plays a role in the perception of source
authority and reliability. In the spirit of critical information
literacy, which invites instruction librarians to include students
in critical analysis of the creation and consumption of research
resources, asking a classroom to problematize preference for
form over function can be a useful tool in transitioning from
popular websites to academic databases. Whether explicitly
voiced or tacitly accepted, the often dated look and feel of many
library resources can serve as yet another barrier between
student need and information retrieval.

A look at the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine
illustrates that average lifespan of a website design is rapidly
changing, a reality that most students are comfortable with to
the point of no longer noticing. Particularly for first year
students and other new library users, the perception that library
resources are behind the times can lead to false assessments of
the relevancy and credibility of a given resource. Many students
possess only a vague understanding of the content creation and
maintenance expenses related to popular websites; asking
students to critically analyze their perceptions of authority sets
the stage for moving forward into library resources.

FROM WIKIPEDIA TO ACADEMIA
Wikipedia itself is an excellent example of a trusted
information source for which function exceeds form. Following
the warm up exercise, participants of this workshop engaged in
discussion of a three step process developed to guide students
from Wikipedia to the federated search tool FindIt! at USF.
Beginning with either an assignment or a librarian provided
topic, students navigated to Wikipedia.org to conduct an
exploratory search, utilizing a concept map handout to assist in
expanding on the information available on their subject page.
Having been polled on where they begin their research, this first
step is both realistic and familiar territory; Taylor’s (2012) work
on the millennial search strategies supports ubiquitous use of
Wikipedia as an “initiation” and “exploration” tool. Beginning
in popular, quickly accessed search environments also lead to a
discussion of the difference between efficiency and relevancy
when assessing the quality of search results in relation to each
student’s information need.
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Figure 4: Efficiency versus relevancy, Google Image Search to Artstor

The addition of a concept map offered a framework in
terms of subject discipline guidance, keyword identification,
and scope at this nascent stage. A ‘lexical leveler,’ Wikipedia
provides an excellent entree into often frustrating scholarly
language for researchers new to the academy. As a starting
point, the crowdsourced, easily cross-referenced Wikipedia
pages assisted in the development of a search vocabulary;
further conversation of the role of optical character recognition
(OCR) searching in the construction of a basic query on their
concept maps helped to demystify the search bar for new users.

Familiar with faceted searching on Zappos.com, selecting for
content with the use of limiters did not present a significant
challenge. Free from the need to address this last element of the
federated search tool, students were able to focus instead on the
important critique of resource relevancy and accuracy. Closing
the loop, a brief overview of the citation generation and
permalink features took students from concept mapping in
Wikipedia, to topic adjusting and expansion in CQ Researcher,
to the addition of a variety of resource formats and the start of
a bibliography.

The second step in this transliteracy exercise asked
students to take their loosely developed topic into the library
search environment. Selecting CQ Researcher, a report-based
database similar in structure to Wikipedia, the threshold for
transitioning away from the familiarity of Wikipedia was low
and easily attained. Having scaffolded upon an existing mental
model as seen in Holman’s (2012) discussion of millennial
searching for information retrieval, students reported
confidence in their ability to find relevant, useful data
pertaining to their topics. CQ Researcher provided a number of
added features which both assist in instruction and highlighting
the potential superiority of library content to new researchers.
Easily identified footnotes linking out to news articles and a
reference page similar to Wikipedia offered a great starting
point for delineating between primary and secondary sources,
as well as proprietary library content versus popular websites.
Lastly, the option to view content in the form of timelines,
pro/cons, and graphs was well received (as reflected in polling
data in the Appendix).

CONCLUSION

The third step in this process was designed to
effectively transition students into successful, confident use of
the federated search tool at the USF Libraries. Having reflected
on their initial, exploratory topics and added new information
gained from CQ Researcher, students were ready to apply basic
boolean strategies within the federated search tool FindIt!
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Following discussion of the case study outline above,
workshop participants were tasked with creating their own
transliteracy activities. Identifying one learning objective,
groups brainstormed one popular search tool and one library
resource, sharing their outcomes with all session attendees. In
addition to this take-home outcome, details regarding the
current build of a LibX extension at the University of South
Florida Libraries were shared, as initially developed at the
Virginia Polytechnic Institute. With the goal of adding this
custom browser extension to library computers, and making it
available for download, the potential for connecting students
beginning exploratory research in Wikipedia to library
resources presents an exciting future direction. Lastly, in
reviewing the outcome of the case study assessments, the
benefits of applying a transliteracy approach beyond the
freshmen level were statistically supported. Further study is
needed to determine whether transliteracy work might be
effective for upperclassmen instruction.
__________________________________________________
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APPENDIX
Student Poll Everywhere responses to transliteracy exercises, University of South Florida 2015
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